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2015 MARYLAND WOMEN’S HALL OF FAME

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The Maryland Commission for Women and the Women Legislators of Maryland are issuing a call for nominations for the 2015 Maryland Women’s Hall of Fame. Candidates should be Maryland women whose achievements are of historical significance to our state. Historical and contemporary women are inducted each year. Among those honored are past legislators, political and social activists, scientists, educators, writers, spiritual and community leaders. They represent the women who have helped shape Maryland, the United States and the world.

The Hall of Fame was established by the Maryland Commission for Women and the Women Legislators of Maryland in 1985 to honor Maryland women who have made unique and lasting contributions to the economic, political, cultural and social life of the state. The Maryland Women’s Hall of Fame provides the opportunity to honor these remarkable women. We invite organizations and individuals to submit nominations.

An independent committee representing a cross section of residents of the state will review the nominations and make the final recommendations. The Governor will honor these individuals in a special ceremony in March of 2015.

The selection process and criteria for nominees are delineated on the enclosed form. Please join us in recognizing the contributions women have made to the history of our great state.

Nominations must be received no later than 5:00 p.m. Friday, November 21, 2014.

Nominations may be submitted via email to:
crystal.young@maryland.gov

Or via mail:
Maryland Commission for Women
c/o Crystal Young
51 Monroe Street, Ste. 1034
Rockville, MD 20850

Only complete nomination packets complying with the attached instructions will be considered. Please direct any questions to the Commission’s office at 301-610-4523.
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